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Dreams

Bhawna Lekhak

Not every dream comes true,
Some dreams are the paths that leads you the destinations you were not known to.
Dreams are the chimera that feed your soul.
Dreams let you find the Powers cloistered in corners of your mind.
Dreams shape the crowns and thrones of individuality.

Dreams are like tides, customary,
They come and just disappear,
It needs courage and heart to conquer the tides.
Dreams are like firmaments, ceaseless,
It needs time and adeptness to pursuit.
Dreams are tectonic, momentous,
It needs firm and vigorous defense to capture.

Dreams make you realize the value of sleep because a dream will leave you aghast.
Dreams will hurt you, pin you down but this entire twinge is temporary,
The allurement of the dreams will aid you stand and walk until you reach the blaze of glory.
Dreams are the journey that leads to self discovery.